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The new outlook of college education is that the
educational process at the college level breaks down if
books are not made available to students in plenty and in
all diversity* The college library then plays an iiiQ>ortant
part in process of college educaticm*^ for its objective
is to contribute as effectively as possible to the instruc¬
tional program of the college*^
If college libraries are to functi<m effectively*
college librarians must take cognizance of progressive educa¬
tional trends and of their effects* Alert educators both in
and out of the library field are no longer thinking of library
collections in teims of numbers of books* but in terms of
adequacy of collections to the curricula and the instructional
programs* This is evidenced in tbB library standards formu¬
lated by examining and accrediting agencies* The following
quotation indicates this trend: ^
The library should provide the reading facilities
needed to make the educati<mal program effective • • • •
1
S* R* Ranganthan* School and Collet Libr^ies
(London: Madras Library Assoclailon* p* 3t&*
2
Guy R* Lyle* The Administration of the College Library
(How York: H. W. Wils<mi* P* 24*
1
2
In estimating tho adequacy of the library, attenti<m
will be given to the holdings of standcn«d works of
general and specific references, to the holdings of
magazines and periodicals and to the number and
variety of books•!
Periodicals are laq>ortant In college libraries for
several reasons:
!• To supply reading collateral to students* courses*
2* To provide general reading*
3* To keep the faculty Infozmed of developments in
their fields*
4* To furnish the research materials for advanced
2
students and faculty*
It is also important that:
The college library receive, bind and preserve
accessibly a selected number of general periodlealsi
and the standard scholarly periodicals In the fields
covered by the curriculum* The continuity and com¬
pleteness of the sets should be malntained*3
The book collection should contain:
1* The standard reference books useful in the specific
fields covered by the curriculum of the college*
2* An adequate stock of important general books*
3* An adequate stock, for each curricular field, of
books'coneexnli^: . ; ^
1 \ '
J* L* Silvers, *'Study of the Science Collections in
State Teachers* College Libraries of ITebraska,” (Unpublished
Master's Thesis, Columbia University, 193d)* P*
^Lyle, op* eit,* p* 574*
^Ibid*, p* 349*
3
a« The field as a whole*
b* Those dlTlsions of the field In which the teaching
staff ai^ Interested*
c* Other significant divisions of the fleld.^
Porpose and Significance
This study of tbs science book and periodical collec¬
tions In the Atlanta University Library Is made to determine
Its adequacy In meeting the oxirrlculum and teaching needs of
Atlanta University*
The significance of this study lies In the fact that
It will give a foundation for a study of science collections
In other colleges and universities* It will reveal strengths
and weaknesses of the science holdings In the Atlanta'Uhlver-
slty Library* There Is a possibility that It could be used
as a basis for a standard list of science books and periodicals
for evaluating libraries in Institutions similar to Atlanta
University*
Limitations of the Study
The scope of the book holdings examined Is limited td
those In biology* chemistry and mathematics In the Atlanta
University Library serving the students and Instructors for
class work* Physios materials are not Inoliided and future




The Lyle-Trumper^ and the Southern Aaaoeiatlon^ lists used In
this study ax>e limited to colleges| flnce the Atlanta Unirer-
slty Library serres gradxiate; students the faculty has been
asked to name books and periodicals which they felt the library
should have over and above those on the college level*
Vo examination has been made of the adequacy of the
library to meet research needs of faculty siembers* and no
attentl^ Is given to the efficacy of the collection to sup¬
ply cultural reading for students*
Methodology
One Inqportant method of evaluating the effectiveness
of the college library Is to determine the degree to which It
provides an adequate supply of books for teaching* The book
collection Is difficult to evaluate because It varies with the
functions of the college* with the methods of instruction* md
with the Individual Interests of the faculty and students*
These may change from one year to another*^
The science collection of the Atlanta University
Library was analysed by means of checklists which con^elate
with the courses being offered at Atlanta"University and with
6uy R* Lyle and Virginia M* Trunper* Classified List
of Periodicals for the College Library (Hassachuseiis: !^* W.
Paxon* I9lftf)*
^Southern Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools*
pie Classyled List of Reference Books and Periodicals for(S^oliege libraries (Sirmingjliam* Aiabamai ^rbe Assoolaiion. 19l*.7) *
Lyle* op* clt*. p* 579*
5
tbd general alms and functions of book selection for college
and university libraries* The science courses as they are
offered at Atlanta University were obtained from the Univer¬
sity's 1954*55 Catalog* From the science faculty sieiabers a
list of books and periodicals was obtained which they had
recommended to students as required and suggested-readings as
well as some other materials which they felt that the library
should have* The titles in this list were checked against
the library's holdings for continuity and cockleteness 6f
volumes* A list of periodicals was also compiled from the
Southern Association's Classified List of Reference Books and
Periodicals for College Libraries.^ and the Lyle-Truster's
Classified List of Periodicals for the College Library.^ and
was also checked In like manner* The faculty's list of books
and periodicals served as the master list for this study*
The faculty's opinimis about the adequacy of the Atlanta Xhil-
varsity Library to meet cuiriculum and instructional needs
and its list of books and periodicals were used along with
standard, bibliographies to detqrmlne the adequacy of ,book., and.^
periodical, holdings In science to meeti cturleulum and instrue-
‘ tlonal neede of Atlanta University*
i^om the Atlanta University shelf list the tltl^of
science'books; were obtained* !^se’wire cheeked against' stiiid
ard blbiidgrcgi^es In order to ascertain the nuniber of tl ties "
."1 i ' IBIVI I III IIWI I ■ ■ ■■■■ I.I Iir.i I I III I I .1 ' I. I.
Southern Association of‘Colleges and Secondary
Schools• OP* elt*
^yle^^md Trumper* op* elt*
6
held by the library and the content yalue In relation to the
curriculum of the Institution*
The books classified In the Q section (science) of the
Library of Congress Classification^ vere grouped by subject In
order to determine their relationship to the curriculum of the
Institution* Each department ad. was asked to cheek those
dlTlslons of the classification which larere used In his field
as they related to the courses he tau^t*
The following checklists which coincide with the best
in book and periodical selection aids of college and university
libraries were used for evaluating the science collection of
the Atlanta University Library: American Library Assoeiatlcn * s
Library Scwe Card«^ Haines* Living with Books .3 Hawkins*
Scientific, Medical and Technical Books (1949-1955) Lyle * s
Classified List of Periodicals for the College Library.^ and
the Southern Association*a Classified List of Reference Books
and Periodicals for College Libraries#^
'4d.brary of Congress Sublect Cataloging Division*
Classification: Class ft Science (5th ed«; VashLagton: U* S*
Crovemmeni Minting Off ice * 1^50K
2 ‘
American Library Association* Llbrayr Score Card(Chicago: American Library Assoclati^*'
^Helen B* Haines* Living with Books (New York:
Columbia University Press*
R. Hawkins* Scientific. Medical and Technical
Books (Washington: National ^iese'arok dounoil* 1953 )•
Schools* op* elt
^Lyle and Trunper* op, elt.
Association of Colleges and Secondary
l *
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The Atlanta ttalverslty Syateiii, the Library and Inatltutlona
Which It Serves
On April 1, 1929* an arrangement waa completed
among Atlanta UnlTerslty, Morehouse College and
Spelman College for the affiliation of the three
Institutions In a university plan» the graduate and
professional work to be eondueted by Atlanta Univer¬
sity, the college work to be done by Morehouse Col¬
lege and Spelman College,
Each Institution Is Independently organised under
its own board of trustees and has Its own administra¬
tion, but throu^ the affiliation, overlapping of work
is eliminated and the resources and facilities of all
three institutions are available to every student.
Since Septesiber, 1929, there have been exchanges of
teachers and students among the three affiliated insti¬
tutions, There is cooperation with Clark College and
Morris Brown College also, and under the leadership' of
the University, exchanges of teachers and students
have been arranged in the four undergraduate colleges.
Atlanta University is being developed as the
center for graduate and professional courses in the
University scheme. The University does not aim at
present to offer a large nuznber of courses, but it
alms to do work of exceptional quality in a few
fields and to add to them only as resources In person¬
nel and money are available.
The University, in cooperation with Morehouse
College and Spelman College, offers each year a
limited number of undergraduate-graduate courses.
These are eondueted by members of the faculties of
Morehouse College, Spelman College and Atlanta Uni¬
versity, and are open to specially qualified Juniors
and seniors and to graduate students. In addition,
the, Unlyerslty is offering,courses, for graduate
students Only, In biology, Ohemlstry,••• mathematics.
in grateful appreciatlomof tthe invaluable
services rendered by Trevor Arnett to the cause of
educatloni and more particularly, to the develop¬
ment of the Atlanta University System, the Atlant a
University Board of Trustees at its 1911-8 meeting
^Atlanta University, Bulletin 19Sli*Sg» Atlanta,
Georgia, July 1955» PP* 22-23,
8
named the building the Trevor Arnett Library* At a
special service on Sunday* April 10* 19i|.9t the building
was rededlcated as the Trevor Arnett Library* The
addition of a new wing In 1955 substantially Increased
the area of the Library building* The stack capacity
of 250*000 volumes almost doubles what It has been
previously*; •**At present the library contains more
than 135*000 bound volnmesl and receives some 500
different periodicals*2
The library serves not only Atlanta University
and affiliated Institutions but the other Institu¬
tions of higher learning In Atlanta: namely* Morris
Brown College* Clark College* and Gamnon Theological
Seminary*3
Character of the Curriculum
In biology and chemistry* the courses nuofl)ez*ed 1|.00-
499*^ while Intended primarily for graduate students* are*
upon the approval of the Instructor* open to students of
senior college rank of Morehouse* Spelman* Clark and Morris
Brown Colleges* Courses nuaibered 500-599^ are open only to
graduate students who have fulfilled certain prerequisites*^
For the master's degree In mathematics* the depart¬
ment requires a minimum of 2lf graduate hours Including
^Atlanta University* op* elt*« p* 26*




^Atlanta University* op* clt** p* ij.0*
9
i ' Y
nathematles J4JLI and 412'*’ or the equlralent* Hot later than
one semester after admission, students must pass a ccmpre-
henslve examination covering undergraduate work in mathematics*
Ho student can formally start working on his thesis until he
has successfully passed a eoo^rehensive examination which
2
covers the contents of at least I8 graduate hours*
General Pescripticm of the Library* s Holdings
*
Althou^ this study is concerned with biology, chemistry
and mathentttics, an overall picture of the collection has been
given in order to clarify data found concerning the biology,
chemistry and mathematics holdings* A descrtpticm of the total
number of books and periodicals including biology, chemistry
and mathematics in the Atlanta University Library is'gil^en
(see Table 1}*
A
The total number of books for the Atlanta University
Library is 135*000, and the total number of biology, chemistry
and mathematics books is 1,910* Therefore, the total ndinber
of books in the library excluding biology, chemistry and
matlMmatics is 131t-*090* The percentage of holdings in the
total collection for biology, chemistry and mathematics books
is 01*91 per cent* " .
The total nuniber of periodicals f<»• the library is 500,
and the total number of biology, diemlstry and maithematios
periodicals is 1|2* Therefore, the total number of periodicals
^See Appendix B*
2
Atlanta University, op* cit*. p* 58*
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In the llbraz*7 exeludlng biology^ chemistry and mathematics
Is The percentage of holdings In the total periodical
collection for biology, chemistry and mathematics Is 08*40
per cent (see Table 1)*
TABLE 1
BIOLOGY, CHEMISTRY AHD MATHEMATICS BOOKS AMD PERIODICALS COM¬



























BIOLOGY, CHEMISTRY AHD MATHEMATICS BOOK COLLECTIOH IH THE
ATLANTA UNIVERSITY LIBRARY
A plentiful eupply of good and useful books is the
college library*s principal stock In trade. It is core
around which soimd teaching and other edueatloncd actlritles
of the college take placeAll of the eollege*s efforts
are grouped around It; every single operation perforrasd by
the library staff, or by any other person Influencing the
library, has for Its ultimate purpose the bringing about of
a proper contact between members of the college community and
knowledge contained In books# The activities of the college
instructors have either their beginnings or their ends (usual¬
ly both) in the library# The instructors draw their materials
from books, and the ultimate purpose of their efforts Is to
O
send the students back to the books, and hence, to the library#
The biology, chemistry and mathematics book collection of the
Atlanta University Library was treated In the ll|d^t. of tnro
functions, (1) reference and (2) curriculum# The recency of
these materials will be included# Table 2 Indicates the
Atlanta University Library's book holdings In biology, chemistry
and mathematics; it Includes reference books#
^Lyle, op# clt,# p# 330.
William H# Randall and Francis L# D# Goodrich, Prin¬
ciples of College Library Admlnlstoatlon (2nd# ed#; Chlcagot




BIOLOGICAL AND PHYSICAL SCIENCE BOONS IN THE
ATLANTA UNIVERSITY LIBRARY





The Xlhraz7 has a total ot 1»910 books related to
the three fields of biology* chemistry and mathematies* Of
this nimiber 1»077 or 56*3 per cent are in biology* 1(1,0 or
21*5 per cent are in chemistry and 1(23 or 22«2 per cent are
in mathematics* In biology there are 10 coiirses being offered*
in chemistry 19 courses are offered* and in mathematics 21
courses are offered*
AnalTsis of Biology* Chemistry and Matiiematies Books br
Subject PiTision
Each science book in the three science areas under
consideration was grouped according to subject* .This was done
hy arranging the books of each field according to the Library
of Congress Classification*^
Tables 3* 1|. and 5 reveal that most of the titles are
held in those subjects which are taught* and the percentages
Indicate proportions of each subject's divisions*














1-99 Science of 88 21*6
101-145 Arithmetic 34 08.3
152-297 Algebra 122 29.9
300-432 Analysis {calculus,
functional and differ¬
ential equations) §3 20.3433-699 Geometry* Trigonometry 61 19.9
Total 408 100*0
TABLE k










1-69 General 49 14*0
71-145 Analytical chemistry 34 09.7
151-199 Inorganic chemistry 17 04.S
241-1149
453-S5



















1^75-495 Spermatopbyta 18 13.0
5011.-635 Cyptogamle 14 10*1
641-669 Morphology, anatomy and
embryology 4 02.9
671-707 Anatomy and histology 6 04.4
16.7710-899 Plant physiology 23






362-599 Invertebrates 125 32.5





951-991 Einbryology 22 05.7






Nervous system and the
. senses 29 17.2
501-801 Physiological chemistry 24 14.2
903-981 Ea^rimental pharmacology 11 ^.5
Total 169 100.0
OR BACTERIOLOGY
1-133 General 27 62.8
145 Pathenic • • • • • •
151-160 Micro-organisms of
16fermentation 37.2
175-351 Viruses • • •
Total 43 100.0
TOTAL* 971|- * a *
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Erldenee has shown that colleges have thought too
onieh In terms of quantity and not enough in terms of quality
In developing their libraries* There seems to be a widespread
belief that a respectable college library can provide effect¬
ively for "teaching with books” with a smaller collection than
was thought possible* provided the collection is carefully
selected and systematically weeded*^ The excellence of a
library relates not only to the volumes It contains but also
to the selection of those volumes*^ Ih the sciences* more
than In any other field* publications go out-of-date rapldly«3
In order for the library to meet adequately the needs of the
curriculum* the Institutional needs of the faculty and the
students*'needs* current and u^>-to-datS inaterlals must* be held
by the lilh*ai>y^
TABLB 6
RECENCY OF TITLES HELD BY THE ATLANTA UNIVERSITY LIBRARY
BY DATE
Subject Nuodder of Titles Per Cent
Before 1949 After 1949 After 1949 Total
Biology 1035 03*8 1077
Chemistry 372 38 09.3 410
Mathematics 356 67 15.8 1^23
Total 1763 147 07.7 1910
^Lyle, OP. elt«» p. 199.
%loyd W# Reeves et al.. pie Liberal Arts College
(Chicago: University of Chicago fress, 1932)* p. ibO.
^Louls Shores* Basic Reference Spaces (Chicago:
American Library Association* 1^5h)« P* 291*
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Tho Atlanta TTnlverslty Library has ll|.7 or 07*7 per
cent of 1»910 science books in biology^ chemistry and mathe¬
matics published after 1949 (see Table S)* In biology it has
42 or 03*8 per cent of 1,077 books; in chemistry it has 38 or
09*3 per cent of 410 books, and in mathematics 67 or 15*8 per
cent of 423 books* The library has a total of 1,910 science
books, 1,763 of idiioh were published prior to 1949* Of this
number 1*035 e^e in biology, 372 are in chemistry and 356 are
in mathematics*
TABLE 7
NimEER AND PER CENT OF REFERENCE BOOKS IN TBE ATLANTA
UNIVERSITY LIBRARY COMPARED WITH THE SOUTHERN















Biology 159 60 43 103
Chemistry 56 33 59 29 62
Mathematics 19 6 32 9 15
Total 234 99 ^ : 81 180
Table 7 indicates the number of reference books In the
Atlanta University Library as compared with the list of refer¬
ence books in the Southern Association's list which recommends
159 biology reference books* Of this number the library has
60 or 38 per cent, but the library has a total of I03 reference
books in biology, 43 oY which were not in the Southern Assocl-
17
atloQ list* Thex« are 56 reference books in ebemistry recom¬
mended by the Southern Association* and the library has 33 o>r
59 P«r cent of this number* There is a total of 12 reference
books In chemistry* and 39 of this number were not found in
the Southern Association list*
TABIE 8
EAIHES* LIST CHECKED AGAIHST THE ATLANTA UNIVERSITY
LIBRARY HOLDINGS






Biology 25 8 32
Modem Science 50 18
Total 75 26 35
The Haines list recommends books in the sciences
sii^ly as representative of distinctive works in various
fields* They are not intended to serve a bibliographical
purpose* but they are well known standard works and should
appear in any library collection*^ The Haines list has 75
titles in biology and modem science* and of these the library
has 26 or 35 per cent with 6 or 32 per cent being In biology
and 18 or 36 per cent in modem selence*
Haines* op* cit*. p* xvl*
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TABLB 9
NUMBER AND PER CENT OP ATLANTA UNIYERSITY TITLES POUND











Chemistry 156 12 7.69
Hathematies 130 6 4.61
Total 518 26 5.02
Tabid 9 abioira data iregarding the number of aclenee
titles in the Atlanta UnlTerslty Library that were found in
the Hawkins list* The Hawkins list is a book selection'aid;
it provides annotations t descriptions of the outstanding
scientific 9 medical and technical books written by eitisens
of Canada and tixe United States* The selections on a given
subject are Intended to represent the books that would be
available in a well-stocked Azeerican library with an active
collection in that svibject*^ Hawkins has 232 titles in biology,
and the library has'8 or 3*44 cent of them, he hats 156
chemistry titles, and of this number the library has 12 or
7*69 par cent and of the 130 Hawkins titles in mathematics,
the library has six or 4*61 per cent* The Hawkins list has
a total of 518 titles in the biological and physical sciences,
and of this number the library has 26 titles or 5*02 per cent*
Hawkins, op, eit,, p, v*
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Chaeking the Paeulty List with Standard Blbllographlda
The serried rendered by a college library depends in
a large measure upon the adequacy of its book eolleotlon*
There Is no single eraluatlre procedure arallable vhleh Is
entirely satisfactory^ but a combination of sereral may be
esqpeeted to produce a picture of the adequacy of the coUeetlon
which Is useful and consistent*^ The faculty's recommezided
list of books was used as an eraluatlre method In this study*
This list vas ccaisldered because the librarian and the faculty
(1) work primarily throu^ the medium of printed materials»
(2) hare printed materials as their commonest meeting ground*
wd (3) contribute to the bibliographical actlrltlea of the
other
TABLE 10
COMPARISON OF THE FACTTLTr LIST VITH THE LIBRABX'S HOUSINGS
Subject Number of TiLtles









, - ,-0 '. '
« • •
W.3
Total 300 32 10*6
\yle, OP* elt*. p* 337*
^Ibld** pp* 342*343*
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Teachers In the field of biology reconmiended a list
of 220 titles that they felt should be In the library and
none of them was there* Of the 69 titles reeomBiended In
ehemlstryi the library has 32 or i|.6*3 per cent of them, and
of the eleren suggested In mathematics, none vas there (see
Table 10).
TABIE 11
COMPARISON OP FACULTY TITLES WITH THE HAWKINS* LIST







Biology 220 83 37
Chemistry 69 36 51
Matbematles U 11 100
Total 300 130 43
Table 11 shows data regarding the number of faculty
list titles which appeared in the Hawkins* list. The faculty
list had 220 biology titles, and the Hawkins* list contained
83 or 37 por cent of them. In chemistry, the faculty list
contained 69 titles, and of this nosiber Hawkins included 36
or 51 per cent. All eleven of the mathematics books which
were recommended by the faculty were listed by Hawkins. Of
a total of 300 biology, chemistry and mathematics titles recom¬
mended by the faculty the Hawkins list had 130 or I1.3 per cent.
A comparison of the faculty list with the Haines* list
revealed that none of the books that appeared on the facility
1^.01 were Included by Haines.
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All of the science faculty nenbers said that they had
personal libraries which contain books in their field which are
located in their homes, offices and laboratories. Five teachers
said that their students use these books quite frequently* and
foxor said that they are used oeeaslonally by students* One
teacher stated that the library*s book resources totcJ.ly meet
his students* needs* six state "partially" and two were^of the
opinion that the library does not meet any of their students* needs
Duplicate copies are considered in the total coUnt of
science books in the library* and of the nine science teachers
who were interviewed* six said that there were not enou^ dupli¬
cates* and three said that they had enough duplicates because
their classes were small*
In Idxe field of mathematics* the book collection was
Judged as adequate by the members of the mathematics faculty*
but it was also stated that more up-to-date titles were needed*
In biology the book collection was Judged Inadequate by three
out of four of the biology teachers interviewed* In chemistry
each of the three faculty members responded differently when
asked about the book collection: one said that it was fairly
adequate* one said that it was adequate* and the other said it
was poor* The majority of the faculty (eight out of nine) said
that the library was fairly adequate in having science materials
for students* needs; only one faculty mexober stated that it was
Inadequate* Four of the teachers said that they were asked by
the librarian to send in annually a list of books which they
needed* and one of these teachers stated that he was also asked
to do this each summer* Five of the teachers said that they
22
were not osked to submit list of titles to be purchased by
the library.
Summary
The Atlanta University Library has a total of 1»910
books In biology^ chemistry and mathematics: 1,077 or 56.3
per cent In biology, 1|.10 or 21.5 por cent In chemistry and
I1.23 or 22.2 per cent In mathematics. The number of cotirses
that are offered shows an Inverse relationship to the number
of books or percentages, for In biology 10 courses are offered,
in chemistry 19 courses are offered and In mathematics 21
courses ere offered; however, there is a direct relationship
between the number of books required per concerned area and
the range of subject matter covered within the area of concern.
An analysis of subject divisions as It relates to the courses
offered shows that the subject divisions with the highest per¬
centages and the largest nvimber of titles are also those areas
In which courses are taught at Atlanta University.
The reference collection which was con^ared with the
Southern Association list of reference books has 99 or 42 per
cent of the recommended 234 titles. •
A check on the irecency of titles held by the library
reveals that 147 or 7.7 per cent of 1,910 titles published
between 1949 and May 1955 are held. Of the 518 Htles, listed
In the Hawkins* list, 26 or 5*02 per cent are held by the
library. Haines suggested 75 titles and of this number the
library has 26 or 35 pex* cent.
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The science faculty recommended 3OO hooks and the
library has 32 or 10*6 per cent of this number (and they
were all In chemistry)* Eleven of the 300 books were recom¬
mended by the teachers In mathematics, ^9 by the teachers In
chemistry and 200 by the teachers In biology* A comparison
of the faculty’s list of books with the Hawkins’ list shows
that of the 300 books recommended by the facultyj, Hawkins
had 130 or 1).3 cent*
All nine of the science teachers who were interviewed
stated that they had personal libraries of books In their
fields* Five of them said that their students used their
personal libraries rather frequently, and four said that thelf
personal, libraries were used occasionally by the students*
The book resources did not meet any of their students* needs
according to two of the science teachers, six stated "partially,”




SCIEHCE PERIODICALS IH THE ATLANTA DNIVERSITT LIBRARY
Periodicals are tbs storehouses of esqperlnental work
and Interpretations* of discussions of observations and con¬
clusions from wider esqperlences* They keep up with the onward
march ^hat seience la making* Theyvare the ultimate sources
upon^idaidtL tooks are based* and. .for, this reason the scientlct
goes back, to t,^ periodicals in search of materials that. he
may..want even , t^u^ books deal,.with the subject under
consideration may be available* The sOientist uses the '
periodicals (1) to locate informaiion on points which have
not gotten into the book literature* or (2) to obtain more
detailed information than the bboks may carry*^ Because
periodicals are the backbone of t^ college library service*
it is "is^ortant that they be built around tiiB eurric^um'
offerings in the institution* This chapter is conceimed with
the library's science periodicals as conpared with standard
bibliographies* the faculty's recommendations and the adequacy
of it to meet teaching needs* The science periodicals were
also checked for continuity and con^leteness of volumes*
J* Crane and Austin H* Patterson* The Literature
of Chemistry (New York: John Wiley and Sons* 192?)* p* 32*
TABLB 12
COMPARISOir OP SCIENCE PERIODICALS IN THE ATLANTA UNIVERSITY
LIBRARY WITH THE LYLE-TRUMPER LIST OP PERIODICALS



















Mathematics 11 73 0 8
Total 61 38 62 k 42
Of the 30 biology periodicals In Lyle^ ll^. or 1|.7 par
cent were held by the Atlanta ttnlveralty Library* The library
has four periodicals idilch were not reccanmended by Lyle
making total of 18 blology periodicals* Of the 20 chemistry
periodicals In Lyle, 16 or 80 per cent were held by the library*
Of the 11 periodicals In mathematics recommended by Lyle, the
library has eight or 73 par cent* Lyle had a total of 6l
periodicals In biology, chemistry and sutthematics, and of this
number the library has 38 or 62 per cent* The library has
all of the titles in chemistry and matheBiatles that were recom¬
mended by Lyle*
Of the 29 biology periodicals cm the Southern Associ¬
ation list, the llbraz^ has I3 or 45 Per cent* It has five
titles which were not recommended by the Southern Association;
this makes a total of 18 biology titles* In chemistry the
Southern Association list has 16 periodicals, and of this
TABLE 13
COMPARISON OP SCIENCE PERIODICALS IN THE ATLANTA TJNIVERSITy
LIBRARY WITH THE SOUTHERN ASSOCIATION LIST OP PERIODICALS

















Biology 29 13 5 18
Chemistry 16 13 81 3 16
Mathematics 10 7 70 1 8
Total 55 33 60 9 42
xitD)^ber the library had 13 or 6l per cent* It has three titles
which were not recommended by the Southern Association which
makes a total of 16 chemistry titles* Of the 10 mathematics
titles on the Southern Association list, the library has
seven or 70 ^r cent* It has one periodical which was not
recommended by the Soutiiem Association; this makes a total
of eight titles in mathematics* The Southern Association
reeoimnends 55 periodicals for the college library in biology,
chemistry and mathematics, and of this number the library
has 33 or 60 per cent* It d.so has nine titles which are not
recommended by the Southern Association*
All of the periodicals In biology, chemistry and
mathematics listed by the American Library Association's
Score Cai»d^ are hold In the library*
American Library Association, op* clt*
27
Uhen aaked about the adequacy of aelenee periodicals
In the libraiyt one biology teacher said that it vaa fairly
adequate9 two said "inadequate* and one thought that it waa
poor* According to one of theae teachers there were not
enough titles; another said that the inadequacy waa due to
ino<»i^lete runs of exlstlng titles* and two said that it was
due to both* not enough titles and incozoplete runs of exist**
ing titles*
The periodical collection was judged as fairly ade¬
quate by two faculty members in chemistry and inadequate'by
one* Two of the raembera stated that it was Inadequate be¬
cause there were not enough titles and all three deplored the
fact that the runs of some of the existing titles were incom¬
plete*
In the field of mathematics* the periodical collection
was jud^d as adequate by both of the teachers Interriewed*
Faculty Reeoimnendations Compared with Standard Bibliographies
The science periodicals idiieh the faculty asked for
were 43 in number (see Table 14) • There were comments by the
faculty as to what should be dene to iit^roye the periodical
collection in the library* It was said that the periodicals
which are now taken regularly should be bound and that All
gaps should be filled in Tolumes in idiieh they appear; that
the subscription to the Anatomical Record should be started*
Two of the science teachers said that the periodical eardex
should be brought up-to-date*
Table lit- above the nuxnber of periodicals recommended
hy the faculty coinpcured with those on the Southern Association
and the Lyle-Tznui^r lists* Of the 11). recommended periodicals
in biologyi, the Lyle-TruBq;>er list and the Southeni Association
list had seven or 50 per cent of them*
TABLE 14
NUMBER OP SCIENCE PERIODICALS RECOMMENDED BY THE FACULTY































Total 43 16 37 14 33
In ehemistry» the faculty reecamnended 28 periodicals*
and of this number the Lyle-Trumper lls t had eight or 29 per
cent* and the Southern Association list had six or 21 per cent*
In mathematics* only one periodical was recommended
and both bibliographies contained it*
Of a total of 43 periodicals recanroended by the faculty
the Lyie-Trumper list held 16 or 37 psr cent* and the Southern
Association list held 14 or 33 per cent*
Adequacy of the Science Periodical Collection to Meet
Teaching Needs
The Library's science periodical collection was eval*
uated for eonspleteness and continuity of Toltunes* It is
ixnportant, in order to have a meaningful periodical collec-
tion» that files are kept couplets from the date of sub-
scrlption* and that records are kept on the use of back
numbers as a guide to acquisition and binding.^ This is
necessary to prevent the loss of single copies which are
needed for binding*
The titles which are suggested for biology, chemistry
and mathematics in the Southern Association and the Lyle-
TruiiQ>er lists were combined into one list, and along with the
faculty checklist of periodicals this eototbined list was used
to determine the adequacy of the periodical collection to
meet teaching needs* This list was checked against the science
periodicals held by the Atlanta University Library to indicate
titles currently received and regularly bound* The faculty
was asked to suggest periodicals to idiieh the library should
subscribe, as well as to pass judgment on the merit of the
periodicals within their field of specialization* This list
was eoB^iled with the particular curricrilum and instructional
needs in mind*
These periodicals were checked .against the cardex pr
record in the periodical room and agalzist the shelves* This
was done because some periodicals were found on the shelves
which were not recorded in the periodical cardex and because
the binding record indicated that some periodicals were bound
and actually they were not*
1
Lyle, op* Pit*, p* 58l»
TABIE 15
CHEMISTRY FACULTY* S RECOMMENDED LIST OP PERIODICALS
COMPARED WITH THE LIBRARY'S HOLDINGS
Periodicals CurrentlyReceived n CO<I)Tgto?OCQC NoIssues Knnnd GapsIn Files NoLonger Received
Analytical Cheinlstry X X
Amiales der Chemle, Justus Liebigs
Annual Reports on the Progress of
Chemistry
Bulletin of National Research Council
Canadian Journal of Chemistry
Chemlsohe Berichte X X - • z -
Chemical Reviews
Comptes Rendues (deH'Aeademle des
X z — X
Sciences)
Discussions and Transactions of the
X z — • —
Faraday Society
Helvetica Chemica Acta
Industrial and Engineering Chemistry
Analytical edition - X I9i^7
Industrial edition z X • . m *
News edition X X X
Journal of American Chemical Society z z • • m
Journal of Biological Chemistry z X m - X
Journal of Chemical Education 'Z X « - m
Journal of Chemical Physics z z e» • <m
Journal of the Chemical Society
Journal of Colloid Science
Journal of the Franklin Institute
JoumsJ. of Organic Chemistry z X •> - X •
Journal of Physical Chemistry
Journal of Research of National
X z * X
Bureau of Standards
Selected Values of Chemical Thermo-
z X — — X
dynamic Properties
Kollold Zeltschrlft (1910-1930)
^oceedlngs of the Royal Society
(London) z «» X •• >
Quarterly Reviews (London)
Review of Scientific Instruments
Zhurnal Flslcheskol Khlmll (Journal of
physical chemistry) USSR (In
z z
English)
Zeltschrlft fur Physlkallsche Chemle
Table 15 abova that the faculty In ehenlatry recom¬
mended 28 periodicala* Of thia number 15 are currently re¬
ceived by the library^ and 13 of them are bound regularly
(one la not cuz^ntly received) while three Joumala have
aome portiona which are not bound* Seven of the periodicals
which are currently received have gaps in their fltos* One
periodical (Indicated by date) is no longer purchased* Thez>e
were five periodicals recommended by the chemistry teachers
foimd on the shelves but these were not recorded in the
periodical cardex*
TABLB 16
PACULTr»S BECOMMEHDED LIST OP PERIODICALS IN BIOLOGY








CO Hff NoIssues Bound Gapsin Files NoLonger Received
BIOLOGY
Annals of Botany - - - - •
Anatomical Record — - - • - 19;
Bacteriological Reviews - - - - -
Biological STB^osia - X - - X I9h
Botanical Abstracts X X • — X
Botanical Gazette
Conservation; m - •
Economic Botany « - - -
Journal of Bacteriology - - - - ,mm
Journal of Botany — — — — —
Journal of Comparative Neurology X - - X mm
Joumal of Ecology X X am — «• •>
Journal of E3q)erimental Zoology X X - - X •
Journal of Heredity - — - — • -
MATHEMATICS
Scrlpta Matheomtlca — — — mm •• —
Tabid 16 shows that the blologj teachers reeoxmnended
ll|. periodicals* Of this number four are currently received
and all Issues are bound regularly* but three of the currently
received periodicals have gaps In the files* and one.other
which was once purchased* and presently Is not* has gaps in
Its file* Dates In Table 16 Indicate the expiration date of
those periodicals once taken*
The one additional periodical In the field of mathe¬
matics Is not found In the library*
TABLE 17
COMBINED LIST OP PERIODICALS IN CBEMISTRY PROM THE SOUTHERN
ASSOCIATION AND THE LYLB-TRUHPER LISTS COMPARED WITH THE
LIBRARY»S HOLDINGS
Periodicals Currently Eeceived (QHW Some NoIssues Bound GapsIn Jlllsa NoLonger Eeceived
British Chemical Abstracts X X
'
^
Chemical Absracts X X •> • mm
Chemical and Engineering News X X ee ttt 'mm -
Chemical Engineering ■ - • - X 1950
Chemical Industries
Chemical Reviews X X «e X -
Chemical Society X X «e - •
Chemlsche'Berlchte X X - - -
Chemistry . X - X' •a X -
Industrial and Engineering Chemistry X X — •* - -
Journal of American Chemical Society X X - - - -
Journal of Biological Chemistry X X • - X
Journal of Chemical Education X 'X mm ' — •
Journal of Organic Chemistry X X m • • m
Journal of Physical Chemistry X X • mm - -
Justus Liebigs Annalen der Chemle
Society of Chemical Industry
Soclete CheiDlque de Prance
Chemical and Metallurgical Engineering • X ** , 191;3
3^
Table 17 shove that there are 19 periodicals la
chemistry that were taken from the Southern Association and
the Lyle-Truxiqper lists and combined. Of this number the
library ciuvently receives 13 or 68 per cent, and all Issues
oh hand of 12 of the currently received periodicals are bound*
One periodical does not have all Issues on hand bound, one
has none of its issues bound while two have some Issues bound,
and there are gaps In three of them* Dates In Table 17 Indi¬
cate e:q;>lratlon dates of the periodicals for this library*
TABIE 18
COHBIHIED LIST OP FBRIODICALS IN H&THBHATICS FROH THE
SOUTHERN ASSOCIATION AND THE LYLB-TRUMPER LISTS
COMPARED WITH THE LIBRARY'S HOLDINGS
Periodicals Ctirrently Received All Issues Bound Some Issues Round NoIssues Bound Gapsin Files NoLonger Received
MATHEMATICS
American Journal of Mathematics m
American Mathematical Monthly X X - - X -
American Mathematical Soclety
Bulletin X X m .
Transactions X X ■ - - - -
American Statistical Association X. X ■ m X . -
Mathematical Gazette • .
'
• “ ■ ■ ■ ■ -
Mathematical Magazine - m - '' mii»
'
-
Mathematical Reviews X X Ml - - mm
Mathematics Teacher X - X ee -
School Science and Mathematics X i., X - X -
Scripts Mathematics m «• • • ■ •
Table 18 shows data regarding the combined list of
periodicals In mathematics taken from the Southern Association
and the Lyle-Trumper lists and compared with the library's
holdings* There are 11 periodicals in the list* and of this
number the library currently receives seven or 61). per cent^
and five of these have all Issues on hand bound* Two of the
seven cisrrently received periodicals have some issues bound,
and there are gaps in three of them*
TABLE 19
COMBIKED LIST OP PERIODICALS IN BIOLOGY PROM THE
SOUTHERN ASSOCIATION AND THE LILB-TRUMPER LISTS
COMPARED WITH THE LIBRAEY*S HOLDINGS
Periodicals Currently Received ALlIssues ra0)^®?(C NoIssues Bound G«psin FUes NoLonger Received
BIOLOGY
American Journal of Anatomy X X m - •
American Journal of Botany • • • X ee : m
American Journal of Physiology X X - X -





Biological Abstracts X ' X « X ■-
Biological Bulletin X X - ■ - m -
Botanical Gazette
Botanical Review X X - • X ’
Genetics X X - m *
Human Biology
Journal of Agriculture Research X X m - - —
Journal of Cellular and Con^arative
Physiology X ‘ X ■m- • ■; x. -
Journal of Comparative Neurology X m ■ • - X -
Jourzial of Experimental Zoology X X - - X >
Jotamal of General Physiology ;X X - - •
Journal of Heredity
Jouiuial of Parasitology X X ■m - - -
Journal of Physiology
Natural History
Nature History X X - X -
Physiological Reviews
Plant Physiology
Quarterly Review Of Biology
Journal of Ecology X X m- ■ • •
3$
Table 19 shows that 29 biology periodicals were com¬
bined from the Southern Association and the Lyle-Trumper lists*
and of this number 15 or $2 per cent are currently received*
and 111- of these have all Issues on hand bound* One of the
periodicals has none of Its Issues bound, and there are gaps
In eight of the biology periodicals currently received.
Summary
The Atlanta University Library has a total of 1|.2
periodicals In the chemistry, biology and mathematics areas.
A comparison of the library*s holdings with the 61 periodicals
recommended by Lyle and Trumper shows that 38 or 62 per cent
are held by the library. There are four periodicals In
biology held by the library which are not recommended by
Lyle and,Trumper.
A comparison of the library's periodical holdings
with the 55 periodicals suggested by the Southern Association
shows that the library has 33 ox* 60 per cent. Nine periodi¬
cals are held by the library which are not recommended by
the Southern Association.
All of the periodicals listed In the Aierlcan Library
Association Score Card are held by the library.
The teachers In biology and chemistry Judged the science
periodical collection as Inadequate, and the teachers In mathe¬
matics Judged It as adequate. The teachers noted that the
periodicals on hand should be bound* gaps should be filled,
and the periodical cardex should be brought up-to-date.
A oonqparlson of the recommended periodicals by the
faculty with the Lyle-Trumper and the Southern Association
lists shows that 16 or 37 pax* cent of the 1|.3 periodicals
recoaimended by the faculty are held by Lyle>^!n*uiQper list*
and li). or 33 par cent are held by the Southern Association
list.
The science teachers recommended periodicals:
28 were In chemistry, li|. were In biology and one was In
mathematics. In chemistry 1^ of the 28 periodicals are
currently received, and 12 of these have all Issues bound
while three have some Issues bound. Seven of these currently
received periodicals hsve gaps In their files, and one
periodical which Is no longer purchased by this library has
all of Its Issues on hand bound. Five of the chemistry
periodicals recoimnended by the facultywere not listed In
the cardex but were found on the shelves.
In biology the faculty recommended lit- periodicals,
and four of this number are currently received. Four of the
periodicals have all Issues on hand bound (one of these Is
not presently purchased by this library) • Four of the period
icals also have gaps In their files. The one recommended
periodical In mathematics Is not purchased by the library.
The combined list of periodicals from the Southern
Association and the Lyle-Trun^er lists totaled 19 In chemis¬
try, 11 In mathematics and 29 In biology. The llbrai*y cur¬
rently receives 13 or 68 per cent of the 19 chemistry
periodicals >dille 12 of these have all Issues on hand bound.
Two of the perlodloals have some Issues bound, one has no
Issues bound, and three have gaps In the runs* Two of the
periodicals (indicated by date) are no longer purchased by
this library.
The library currently receives seven or 61|. per cent
of the periodicals .in mathematics • Five of these have all
issues on hand bound, two have some Issues bound, and three
have gaps in their files.
Of the 29 periodicals in biology from the combined
list 15 or 52 per; cent are currently received by the library,
and Ut- of this number have all issues on hand bound. One of
the periodicals has ho issues bound, and gaps are in eight of
the currently received periodicals*
CHAPTER lY
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The p\ix*po8e of this stxady was to determine the
adequacy of the Atlanta UnlTerslty Library's chemistry»
biology and mathematics books and periodicals In meeting
the curriculum and teaching needs of Atlanta University*
The quality of Atlanta University's book collection
In the biological and physical sclences suggests that far
too little attention has been paid to the selection of stand¬
ard titles of college and university eallbre« and to the
building of a well-rounded science book collection* The
largest number of science titles which the library has In
the concerned areas Is also In the areas in which the courses
cover the widest range of subject matter (and hence* more
titles are needed)* The examination of the book colleetion
for subject content revealed that most of the titles are
held In those subjects which are taught at Atlanta University*
The reference cbllectlon has 1|2 per cent of the maierlals
recommended by the Southern Association of Colleges and
Secondary Schools*
The main collection which students use for classroom
work and Individual Investigation and study must be kept
weeded and up-to-date*^ The library has ll{.7 or 7*7 P®r cent
58
of Its sclanee books published after The library does
not have sufficient science books for teachers and students
according to the faculty’s recommended lists and standard
bibliographies* It has 26 or 5*02 per cent of 5l8 titles
• ' ■ '
1
listed In Hawkins* Scientific, Medical and Technical Books.
26 or 35 cent of the 75 titles recommended In Haines*
Living with Books and 32 or 10*6 per cent of tb» 300 books
recommended by the faculty* When the faculty’ll list of books
was checked against the Hawkins* ll8t» only I30 <n* lt.3 per
cent of the faculty’s 300 recommended books were Identified*
Atten^ts on the part of the faculty members in their
Instructional program to overcome the handicaps arising from
the Inadequacy of the science book collection have Included
the borrowing of books from other libraries and the large
use of the personal books of the faculty* Recommendations
for specific titles from the teachers in biology^ chemistry
and mathexoatlcs showed the inadequacy of the library to meet
Instructional needs*
Periodicals aremuch more In^ortant than books to the
scientists because of their euz*reney, recency and up-to->date>
ness of materials* The library's periodical holdings In
biology^ chemistry and mathematics were much better than-the
book holdings when compared with standard bibliographies*
Thlrty*el^t or 62 per cent of the 61 periodicals recommended
by the Lyle-Trunq?ep Classified List of Periodicals for a
College Library.^ and 33 or 60 per cent of the 55 recoannendod
periodicals by the Southern Association's Classified List of
Reference Books and Periodicals for College Libraries^ are
held by the library* When the faculty's 1{.3 recontnended peri¬
odicals were compared with the same bibliographies« the Lyle-
Trumper list held 16 or 37 poz* cent* and the Southern
Association list held ll}. or 33 por cent*
The science periodicals In the Atlanta University
Library are Inadequate to meet the teachers' needs because
(1) there are not enough titles* (2) there exists Incomplete
files of the periodicals which are held* (3) the periodical:
cardex Is not up-to-date* and (If) all periodicals on hand are
not bound*
■ From studying the science collection In the Atlanta
University Library* the following reocxnmendations are made:
1* Selection of standard titles of college and uni¬
versity calibre should be made*
24 Teachers should be asked regularly by the libra¬
rian to submit lists of books and periodicals
which they need for their Instructloned programs*
3« G&pa In Issues of the periodicals should be filled
If* The periodical cardex should be brou^t up-to-date
Indicating:
a* Periodicals that are purchased or given*
b* Periodicals that are missing*
^Lyle and Trun5>er* op* clt*
Southern Association of Colleges and Secondary
Schools* OP* clt*
e* Periodicals that are bound and unbound*
d* Subscriptions that have ceased*
This study of the science collection has shown that
there is a great need for a standard bibliography of books to
aid in the selection in the biological and physical sciences*
It has shown that the Atlanta TTniyersity Library is inadequate
in loeeting curriculxua and ins true ti<mal needs of the biology,
chemistry and mathematics departments of Atlanta UnlTersity*
APPENDIX A
INTERVIEW SCHEDULE USED IN COLLECTING DATA FROM THE
SCIENCE PACUI/rr
I* Fop youp teaching pupposes what do you tlilnk of the
mateplals collection of the Atlanta Unlvepslty LibparyT
Books Peplodicals
( ) Vepy adequate ( )
( ) Adequate ( )
( ) Falply Adequate ( )
( ) Inadequate ( )
( ) Poop ( )
( ) No opinion ( )
la* If the peplodicals collection is not adequate, would
you say that It Is due to
( ) Not enough titles
( ) Inooiiq>lete "puns” of existing titles
( ) Both
( ) If thepe ape othep peasons. please indicate*
II* To «hat extent does the Atlanta Unlvepsity Libpa3*y have
science mateplals to meet the needs of youp students*
assignments and ppoblems?
( ) Vepy adequate
(V) Adequate
( } Faiply adequate
. ( ) , Inadequate . .
. ( ) Poop
( ) No opinion
III* Do you think the libpapy has enough duplicate copies of






Does this library ask you to submit a list of books
which you need for instructional purposes?
( ) Yes
( ) No
V. Does this library ask you to submit a list of periodicals
which you need for instructional purposes?
( ) Ybs '
( ) No
Va. If Yes» how often are you asekd for these lists?
( } Every semester ( } Annually ( } Other
VI* To idiat extent does the libraz*y fill your requested
needs for books and periodicals?
Books Periodicals
( ) Totally ( )
( ) Partially ( )
( ) Not at all ( )
VII. Do you have a personal library lAdch consists of books
in your field?
( ) Yes ( ) No






( ) Some other place (Please indicate)
Vllb. To what extent do your students use your personal
library for classroom assignments?




VIII« Do you borrow needed books from the library and in
turn lend them to students?
( ) Yes ( ) Ho
Villa* If yes, vbcj do you do this?
Vlllb* To what extent do you engage in the praetice?




























































Identification of Organic Compounds
Quantitatlye Organic Analysis
^ee Radicals in Organic Chemistry















515 Theory of Fimctions of
516 Theory of Functions of
519 Theory of Probability
521 Integration
524. Topics In Mathematics
535 Elementary Set Theory
536 Set Topology
537 Topological Groups
538 Modem Algebra Z





FACULTY’S RECOMMENDED LIST OP BOOKS IN BIOLOGY
Adam* Eddy, Camp^atlve Anatomy. Hew York: John Wiley and
Sonsr lv4^*
Allee, W* C# Cooperation Among Anlmls* Hew York: Henry
Sehomik Goii^>any,' 19^2#
• Principles of Animal iBeology. Philadelphia: ¥• B.
Saunders Company, 194^* \
Anderson, Arthin*. Essentials of Hiyslologleal Chemistry#
Hew York: Jdm Wiley and Sons, 1^53«
Anderson, Edgar* Introttresalve Hidarldlzatlon. Hew York:
John Wiley and Sons, 1949*
Baker, John R* Cytologlcal Technlqi;ie* Hew York: John Wiley
and Sons, 19^0*
Baldwin, E* Comparative Biochemistry* New Ycopkz Caiid>rldge
Press, l^ii^b*
« Dynamic Aspects of Biochemistry* Hew York: Mac¬
millan Company, 1952*
Beach, F* A* Hormones and Behavior* New York: P* B* Hoeber,
Inc*, 19li.7*
Benner, John Tyler* Morphogenesis* Prinoet<m: University of
Princeton Press, 1952*
Best, C* H* and H* B* Taylor* The Mvlng Body* New York:
Henry Holt and Company, 1952*
Blacker* C*>P* Eugenics* Cainbrldge: Harvard University Press.
1952*
Blatt, J* M* and Victor F* Welsskapf* Theoretlcal Nudear
Physics, New York: John Wiley and Sons, 1952*
Bonner, James and A* W* Galston* Principles of Plant Physl-
ologX* San Francisco: W* H* Freeman and Company, 1952*
Borek, Ernest* Man, the Chemical Machine* New York: Columbia
University Press, 1952*
Bourne, O* and G* Kidder* Biochemistry and Physiology of
Nutrition* New York: Academic Press, 1953*
kl
1^8
Brovn^ A* W* A* Ifaseet Control by Chsmlcals^ N«w York: J<dm
Wiley and Sons , 1^5iV '
Brown, P# A* Selected Invertebrate Types > New Y<»?k: Joljn
Wiley and Sona, 1950*
Buebabaune, R* Anlmala Without Backbonea* Chicago: TJniversity
of Chicago Preaa, 1944*
Bollo);^, W* S> Vertebrate Sexual Cycles# New York:
Wiley and Sons, 1951*
B\a?lingaine, L* L* Heredity and Social Problems# New York:
HcGraw-Hill Book Company, 1951*
Burrows, William* Textbook of Bacteriology* Philadelphia:
W* B* Saimders Company, 1950*
Cannon, W* B* The Wisdom of the Body* New York: W* W* Norton
CoiiQ>any, 1947*
Carlson, A* J* and V* Johnson* The Machinery of the Body.
3d* ed* Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1953*
Carson, R* L* The Sea Around Us* New York: 0xf<n*d University
Press, 1951*
Carter, G* S* General Zoology of the Invertebrates* New York:
Macmillan Cos^any, 1951*
Chandler, A* C* Introduction to Parasitology. New York: John
Wiley and Sons, 1949*
Colin, E* C« Elements of Genetics* New York: Blakiston
Coa3>any, 1949*
Calrium. W* T* Glassification of Animals* New York: John
Wiley and Sons, 1950*
Conant, James B. Modem Science and Modem Man* New York:
Columbia University Press; 1952* ^
* On Understanding Science* New Haven: Yale Uni¬
versity Press, 1951*
Corner, George,W* Hormones in Human Reproduction* Princeton:
University of Princeton Press^ 1947*
Cott, H. B. Adaptive Coloration in Animals* New York: Oxford
University Press, 1940*
i|.9
Cowdry, E. V» Laboratory Technique In Biology and Medicine.
Baltimore: Williams and Wilkins Coz^any* 1952*
» Textbook of Histology* Philadelphia: Lea and
Peblger, 1950.
Craigf Charles F* and Ernest Faust* Clinical Parasitology*
Philadelphia: Lea and Febiger» 1951*
Crandall, L* A* Introduction to Human Physiology* Philadelphia:
W* B* Saunders, X9k^» *
Curran, C* W* Insects in Your Life,
Curtis, W* C« and M* J* Guthrie* Textbook of General Zoology*
Hew York: John Wiley and Sons, 1952*
Danlelli, J* F* and R* Brown* Carbon Dioxide Fixation and
PhotosTOthes is * Hew York: Academic Press, 1951*
■ '
♦ Cytochemistry* Hew York: John Wiley and Sons, 1953*
* Physiological Mechanism in Animal Behayics*, Hew
York: Academic Press, 1952*
* Structural Aspects of Cell Physiology* How York:
Academic Press, 1952*
Bcu^lington, Cyril and Kenneth Mather* The Elemsnts of Genetics.
Hew York: Macmillan Company, 19it-9*
}
Daubenmire, R* F* Plants and Environment* Hew York: John Wiley
and Sons, 19lt-7«
Davenport, H* W* The ABC ot Acid-Btuse Chemistry* Chicago:
University of Chicago Press, 1950*
De Beer, G» R* The Development of the Vertebrate Skull* Hew
York': Oxford University Press, 1937*
« Vertebrate Zoology* Hew York: Macmillan Company, 1953*
Demeree, M* Advances in Genetics* Hew York: Academic Press, 1953*
■
- * Biology of the Drosophila* Hew York: John Wiley and
Sons, 1950*
Dobzhanaky, T* Genetics and the Origin of Species» Hew York:
Coluiflibia University Press, 19^2*
Dobson, E* 0* A Textbook of Evolution* Philadelphia: W* B*
Saunders Company, 1952*
50
Doplandf V* A* American Illostrated Medical Dictionary#
Philadelphia: V* B* Satmders Conqpany^ 1951*
]>unn« L« C, Genetics In the 2Qth Centory# New York: Kaoxolllan
CdEpany, 1951*
Elton* Charles• The Ecology of Animals• New York: John Vllej
and Sons* 1950*
Ephrussl* Boris* Nneleo-eytoplasmlc Relations In Micro-organ¬
isms* New ?ork: Oxford ’(ynlversiiy Press, 1953*
Esau. Katherine. Plant Anatomr. New York: John Wile? and Sons.
1953.
Farris, E, J. The Care of Bleeding of Laboratorr Animals.
New York: John Wiley and Sons, 1950.
Faust, Ernest C. Human Helminthology> Philadelphia: Lea and
Feblger, 19ll.9#
Florkln, Mareel. Biochemical Evolution. New York: Academic
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